The two-dimensional Neumann-Kelvin problem describing the steady-state forward motion of a totally submerged tandem is considered in the case when fluid consists of two superposed layers of different densities and bodies intersect the interface between them. For the so-called least singular solution examples of nonuniqueness (trapped modes) are constructed using the inverse procedure. This procedure was previously applied by McIver [7l to the problem of time-harmonic water waves and by Motygin [SI and Kuznetsov & Motygin [6] to the least singular and resistanceless statements of the Neumann-Kel\,in problem involving a surface piercing tandem in a homogenious fluid. In the situation under consideration the inverse method involve3 investigation of stream lines generated by two vortices placed in the interface. The spacing of vortices delivering trapped modes depends on the forward velocity.
INTRODUCTION
In the present note we consider the Neumann-Kelvin problem describing in the framework of the linearized wat.er wave theory the steady-state two-dimensional motion of cylindrical bodies in an inviscid, incompressible fluid under gravity. The fluid consists of two superposed layers having different densities and the bodies intersect the interface between the layers. This case reveals new features in comparison with t h a t of a body totally immersed in one of the layers considered by Motygin & Kuznetsov [Y] . As for a body piercing the free surface of a homogeneous fluid (see Ursell [ll] and Kuznetsov & Maz'ya [5] ) the Neumann-Kelvin problem for interface-piercing bodies turns out to be under-defined and should be augmented by some supplementary conditions. Here we apply a statement leading to the "least singular" solution proposed by Ursell [ll] for a circular cylinder semi-immersed in u'ater. This statement requires the velocity field to be bounded t h r o u~h o u t fluid. For an arbitrary body in a homogenious fluid the solvability theorem was proven for this statement by Kuznetsov 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The geometric notation is given in fig. 1 
when y = 0 outside the bodies,
;) t vu$-)] when y = 0 outside the bodies, (4) Ifere E is a. compact set including an open vicinity of {PI, P2, Pa, P4}, U = g U-*, U is the constant speed of bodies, and g is the acceleration due l o gravity. The functions U(*) are defined up to constant terms.
There exist two regimes of flow about the bodies (see Motygin The former (latter) are "surface" ("internal") waves manifesting themselves mainly on the free surface (interface). Here vo is the only positive zero of
existing for v > v,. Jf U < v,, then there are only surface waves a t infinity downstream.
The third condition in (6) allows to avoid strong singularities at the corner points Pi. The local asymptotics near the corner point Pi (similar to that given by Kuznetsov & Maz'ya 151) can be derived. Let ( r , e) be the polar coordinate system with origin a t
( P I , P3). Then, by separation of variables one finds that
Pi, and 0 E (-pi (+I ,pi (-) ) measured from {y = 0) clockwise (anticlockwise) at Pz, f$ (9) and if p ( -) cot pi(-) = -p(f) cot b y ) , then (hence, X i = l), and @(*)(T, R) = 0 otherwise. The asymptotics (8) can be justified using results of Kondratyev [4] (see also the book [lo] by Nazarov & Plamenevsky). By (8) the velocity field can be singular a t a point 9 when / 3, ' +' and pi-) satisfy p(-)cotpj-) < --p(+)cotpI+). I , 2 , 3 , 4 ) . ' From the Cauchy-Riemann equations we find that Further, the representation of Green's function given by Motygin k Kuznetsov [9] yields tJ(y(5,y) = -ylogIzl+l(*)(z,y).
where ,V+) = Dlek(Y-*) + Dze-", D(-) = D3ekg and
The functions D ( * ) ( k > y ) have simple poles a t k = v, and the integrals in (1.5) are understood as the Cauchy principal value. Sz respectively (see fig. l ), we obtain a geometry for which the potentials (11) deliver a non-trivial solution to the homogeneous problem (1)- (6) . Since the derivatives of (11) have no singularities at Pi, these potentials provide a non-uniqueness example for the means that A i obtained from (9) is less than one, and hence, in general, solutions to (1)- (6) fig. 3 and the corresponding values of and X i are given in table 2.
COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE
In this section we describe a scheme for calculation vi-' when the difficulty arises because of infinite upper limit of I ( -) (see (15)). Moreover, its integrand is an oscillating function having a simple pole a t k = U. First we regularize the integral. The function
is analytic on ( -U , +m), U > 0. Then I ( -) can be rewritten as follows:
where the well-known formula dk. of vo .
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